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CHAPTER 1 – Introduction

Deployment, replication and upscaling of successful smart city solutions with a view on realizing the
low carbon economy can be considered as a form of transition management.
This is not only about creating a market and ensuring that the costumers will embrace the innovations.
A good smart city solution implies that added societal value is created. At the same time it implies that
structural changes will take place in the way we consider accepted practices, established business
models, common collaborations and existing regulatory frameworks 1.
This deliverable describes 3 successful pilots of City-zen, taking the former perspective as a starting
point. The selection of successful pilot cases is non-exhaustive: all pilots of City-zen have much to
demonstrate and to learn (for an overview of all City-zen’s demonstrators, please refer to the projects
page on http://www.cityzen-smartcity.eu/). The cases were selected on the basis of their particular
interest from both the development and replication point of view: what were the potentials and the
problems encountered while setting up the demonstrator? Why is it a solution that deserves
replication? And how do we envisage that this replication may happen? Hereby the demonstrators
were chosen on the basis of their niche character or specific context meriting an analysis, more
precisely:
1. PV System with Storage, ALEC, Grenoble: this pilot was developed at a moment when the
legal context for feed-in to the grid, self consumption and the use of batteries was changing at
the advantage of the intended setup. Therefore, and based on the new legal context, there is
now a large replication potential for this solution in France in particular;
2. Sustainable Process Cooling and Heating with Thermal Energy from Drinking Water Supply
Infrastructure, WATERNET & SANQUIN, Amsterdam: when the contextual parameters are
favourable (a drinking water mains in the vicinity and possibilities for ATES), this solution is a
no-brainer when considered from the total cost of ownership perspective. The barriers for its
replication are thus of another kind;
3. Virtual Power Plant including End-to-End and Vehicle-to-Grid Smartification, ALLIANDER,
Amsterdam: a smart, peer-to-peer and renewable source based electricity grid is an important
policy goal of the EU, yet it is far from being realised on the ground in current conditions. This
is mainly due to technical and regulatory bottlenecks. The Amsterdam smart grid pilot has
delivered a wealth of insights that will help to better understand some essential conditions
regarding technical, legal and user-related aspects of such smart grids.
The deliverable describes the 3 pilot cases according to the following structure:
•
•
•
•
•

Description of the innovation and its rationale; approach to the development
Development path: challenges and opportunities encountered, track record of realisation
Assessment of business model and acceptance for the stakeholders
Dissemination activities and potential actions for increased take up by target groups
Summary: actual achievements through the innovation

For an overview analysis of replication barriers and opportunities, see the Smart City Information System, Why
may replication (not) be happening - Recommendations on EU R&I and regulatory policies, https://smartcitiesinfosystem.eu/sites/www.smartcities-infosystem.eu/files/document/4767_scis_report_2x16-20seiten_web.pdf
1
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Each of the next chapters describes one pilot case with conclusions and replication recommendations.
Note: the present text contains parts of texts that have been taken over (with or without
modifications) from other City-zen deliverables, in particular from reports describing the 3
demonstrators. The same holds for photos and schemes. For practical reasons and given the common
project and authorship basis, these (modified) text parts and illustrations are not explicitly being crossreferenced, nor marked as citations.
Any further detailed explanations about the demonstrators can be found in their respective reporting
deliverables.
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CHAPTER 2 – PV Sy stem with Storage, ALEC,
Grenoble

2.1.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INNOVATION AND ITS RATIONALE

2.1.1. Rationale

The idea of installing a regular PV system on the roof of ALEC (Agence Locale de l'Energie et du Climat
de la Métropole Grenobloise) came up in August 2015 just after the first staff members moved into
the organisation’s new offices. But City-zen offered the possibility to increase the level of innovation
of the project and to equip the PV system with a smart energy management system and a small-scale
battery storage in order to increase the level of self-consumption, and so to test the operation of a
product available on the market but for which little feedback was available in France. At the moment
of the project idea, the financial conditions for using and feeding in PV-generated electricity were very
discouraging, but about to change. The new regulatory context (decree from May 2017) was
favourable for the project.
From the societal perspective, there are also technical motivations for increasing self-consumption.
With rising shares of decentralized renewable electricity production, charges on the grid can be kept
under control by storing the electricity where it will be used. Transmission losses, which are deemed
considerable in France, can be avoided (but it should be kept in mind that storage devices like batteries
present also internal losses over time). Batteries can hereby be programmed to fulfil varying
requirements: maximize self-consumption, reduce peak loads on the grid or limit the acquired power.
The replication potential of the setup is evident, as far as its business case is positive. In particular the
availability of large flat roof areas on both many collective residential and tertiary or industrial
buildings presents a vast field of application.

Figure 1: new ALEC offices, Grenoble.
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2.1.2. Description

An innovative system combining a PV installation with electrical storage was implemented in order to
experiment with maximized self-consumption. The PV system was installed on the roof of an office
building realized in 2015, called ESPACE, in which City-zen project partner ALEC’s headquarters are
located together with 2 other NGOs active in the promotion of energy efficiency, renewable energy
and air quality (AGEDEN and Air Rhône-Alpes). The battery system and the controller were placed in
an existing technical space of the office building.
The installation was completed in December 2017. Since then monitoring takes place.
Based on a techno-economic analysis, ALEC implemented a scheme with the following features:






PV panels with a capacity of 16,5 kWp;
2 PV inverters;
4,5 kWh (3,6 kWh usable) electrical storage capacity;
A controller for the smart management of the setup;
The smart controller also manages the thermal storage for domestic hot water (only charging).
The battery should in fact not charge the water tank by default, to avoid useless cycling and
battery losses.

Figure 2: technical set up of the installation
The office building itself is serviced by electricity only and uses a heat pump for heating and cooling.
It has a low energy consumption: 50 kWh/m2 (final energy) for the total of all applications, measured
during 2 years before the solar installation.
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Figure 3: view on the PV plant and the battery with its side equipment
Three use cases were studied:




Maximizing self-consumption;
Reducing peak charging on the grid;
Reducing subscribed power.

Nevertheless, the reduction of the building contracted power was judged almost impossible given the
current system control tool, with a small added value for both the plant owner and the Distribution
System Operator (DSO). The procurement of grid services, for example the reduction of the peak
consumption from the local grid, was also difficult to achieve: it would need a regular update of the
battery strategy (daily or weekly depending on the DSO demands) following an operational plan
provided by the DSO. Here the question rose if the small profit (given the battery’s small size) was
worth the manual work. The maximization of the self-consumption appeared to be the natural goal
for this type of small battery coupled with a PV system, and the battery control set-up was done to
facilitate this achievement.
After one year of functional operation of the PV and battery system (and the elimination of teething
disorders), the recorded self-consumption rate was 86%, and the self-production rate 25%. Both
figures were, at least for the (limited) given monitoring period, above the expectation.
Except from the initial difficulties in the positioning of the smart meter, leading to some anomalies in
the battery operation, both PV system and battery performed at least as well as expected. The material
indeed reached the performance announced by the manufacturers, and no downtime or unavailability
were noticed during the almost two years of operation. From a technical point of view, the operation
is thus a success.
However, even with a good system performance, and with the sale of the surplus of electricity
(generating around 170 € per year), the profitability of the system remains low. Time of return on
investment is indeed expected to be between 16 and 20 years, depending on electricity price inflation.
Given that the PV system is on the roof of a tertiary building, and the battery in its service room, with
the grid connection, there is no conflict of usage of space or noise nuisance generated by the system.
In the meantime, information on the system production and building consumption are provided in real
time in the building’s entrance hall, facilitating user’s involvement and raising visitor awareness.

2.2.

DEVELOPMENT PATH

2.2.1. Opportunities and barriers – lessons learned from the ALEC pilot case

At the start of the demonstrator (2016), the project partners identified the following opportunities,
barriers and possible solutions, see Table 1.
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Opportunities

Barriers/Challenges

Solutions

Technical
(/Geographical)

 Wide
deployment
of
PV
production in France from
existing buildings, and especially
on flat roofs of tertiary buildings
and collective housing.
 Roughly 15 kWp maximum power
can be installed on the
demonstrator, for a production
close to 18 000 kWh/p-y
 Good
matching
between
production/demand in office
building
 South facing tilted PV panels,
giving optimal yields

 Storage can help smart network in
facing peak demand, and accepting
higher amount of power locally
 Project cost efficiency requires in
our case that 90% of the
production is used inside the
building
 On existing buildings, roofs should
be able to carry PV arrays
 Roof area should be compatible to
allow significant production

 Including building’s onsite
production in “smart network”
 Implement an on site storage
(20 kWh capacity required in
the project)

Political/Legal

 Increase largely PV production in
France to reach the “Energy
Transition Law” objectives

 In France there are no specific
regulations to make the link
between on site storage and the
external grid easy, especially for a
plant < 100 kWp.
 Surplus production is difficult to
deliver to the external grid in case
of onsite storage (national grid
operator imposes hard technical
specifications)
 How to contract with the building
users (the savings on the global
electricity bill should also be
retributed to the plant owner)

 Discussions ongoing with
National Grid Operator ENEDIS
 A model for contracting with
building users is under study

Financial/
Economic

 In France costs for classic
integrated PV systems on
buildings are around 2 to 3 €/KWp
depending on the power (1€/kWp
for panels only), 4€/KWp incl.
batteries and smart management
(batteries cost about 800 €/kWh
storage capacity)
 Pay-back time can be 30 Years if
energy price increase +3%/yr (15
years incl. subsidies)
 A business case can be made if
material prices decrease (panels,
batteries), and electricity price
increases (the plant reduces the
electrical bill in a larger amount).

 Who is investing when the building
has several tenants?
 Low feed-in tariff (5 to 6 c€/kWh in
case of production from nonintegrated systems (flat roofs
usually are in these conditions)
 Low electricity price 15 c€/kWh
 Surplus production cannot be
valorised with feed-in tariffs, due
to battery onsite, this production
could be lost
 Spot market mechanisms could
help to valorise the storage

 Batteries onsite to increase
onsite consumption (matching
production/demand)
to
reduce the electrical bill
 Discussions ongoing with
energy suppliers to buy the
surplus, if grid operator
accepts this surplus on the grid

Social

 RES production development has
mainly positive impact on social
aspects (employment, reducing
dependence on fossil fuels,...)

 Security of batteries inside or close
to the building can be an issue

 People could take part in
investment via specific funds

Environmental

 Greenhouses gases avoided: 2
tons CO2eq/yr for at least 20
years
 Equivalent to 14.000 km/yr with a
car (130 gCO2 eq./km)

 Battery life cycle analysis should be
considered

Table 1: opportunities, barriers and solutions identified by the project partners at the outset of the
demonstrator implementation.
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Detailed planning of the demonstrator was finished in February 2017 and works started in July 2017.
It was necessary to control the structural capacity of the building in order to be sure that the roof could
carry the PV installation. A good fixation principle for the panels was required; this belongs however
to the classical design work to be performed before installation. Nevertheless, due to stability reasons
and technical requirements some panels are partly shaded by the roof’s full balustrade during the
winter months.
In June 2017, a transition analysis workshop was organized to discuss the state of affairs of the
Grenoble demonstrators. Amongst others, a new assessment was made of the PV + battery
demonstrator. This led to the following insights 2:
(+) A new law in France regarding the energy transition allows to organise self-consumption in a much
more advantageous way: it is not any more obligatory to sell all one’s electricity production to the grid
at a disadvantageous price, and then buy back from the grid all needed electricity for the building. Selfconsumption is now possible and even supported by an investment subsidy; selling excess production
to the grid can be done at a fixed tariff.
(+) As transport losses over the electricity grid in France are important, each project that brings
production closer to the consumption is desirable. This is particularly the case for a self-consumption
scheme.
(+/-) Where PV production is at its industrial maturity, this is by far not the case for storage and smart
management systems in France. The demonstrator would not be feasible without the EU funding
support. The payback time of the project is 18 years if one counts with yearly increases of the
electricity price by 2.5%. To make this set-up really market-compatible, electricity prices must increase
more and batteries/storage should become cheaper.
(-) Insurance companies are not familiar with the risks of a PV + battery setup and consequently take
large (if not excessive) margins on the insurance fee. In this way, where the installation generates a
revenue of 2.200 € per year, 570 € or one quarter of the profit, goes to the insurance fee only. This is
an illustration of a transition bottleneck where lack of capacity and experience, risk aversion and
resulting higher transaction costs lead to a specific barrier.

2.3.

BUSINESS MODEL AND ACCEPTANCE FOR THE STAKEHOLDERS

ALEC made simulations for the business model of the setup. These are graphically summarized in
Figure 4 and Figure 5. The high insurance fee can act as a killer. But even without battery in the setup,
this fee would remain high. It is linked to a general, conservative attitude of the insurance companies
towards PV installations, with fee calculations being based on material and installation costs, however
without proper assessment of risks mitigated by technical choices for roof mechanical strength and
waterproofness, battery technology and electrical protections insuring safety.

2

See also Annex A: minutes of a transition workshop held in Grenoble with all local demonstrators, 15 June 2017.
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Figure 4: business case for a PV+battery setup in France, ROI versus investment and insurance fee.

Figure 5: ROI vs investment, electricity price evolution and self consumption rate.
Concluding, the business case is slightly positive for the current setup. This is confirmed by the
monitoring data. Time of return on investment is expected to be between 16 and 20 years, depending
on electricity price inflation. The business case can improve in varying degrees depending on the factor
that is changing, as represented in Table 2.
Criterium

Impact on profitability

Comments

Cost Investment

***

2,1 to 1,5 €/Wp : Gain on ROI = 6 years

Electricity price evolution

**

+2,5% to 4%/yr : Gain on ROI = 3 years

Self-Consumption rate

**

70% to 90% : Gain on ROI = 2 to 3 years

Insurance Fee

***

30% to 10% of income : Gain on ROI = 4 to 6 years

Valorisation of prod. surplus

*

0 to 0,06 €/kWh : Gain on ROI = 1 to 2 years

Table 2: business case factors
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Summarizing, the favourable conditions for business model improvement are reported as:





Lower investment prices for PV systems and especially batteries;
High attention to insurance contracting fees, these shall preferably be reduced by better risk
assessments;
Better valorisation of the injection of the surplus electricity on the external grid;
Attentive monitoring to guarantee an optimized self-consumption rate.

Project partners also mention increase of electricity prices (judged to be low in France, 0.148 €/kWh
for ALEC) as a beneficial factor; however this argument has two sides. If self-consumption is high it
may be valid, but many sustainable energy solutions require the opposite. It is for example known
that the business case for installing a heat pump can be killed by high electricity prices.
In more general terms, the acceptability of drastically increasing electricity prices will be low and we
may suggest that this is not a factor that should be relied on for better business cases of the PV +
battery system.
Expanding on acceptability, the system setup is already common practice for what regards the PV
panels and, for what concerns the battery, the latter can be discretely present in e.g. a technical space.
Two complicating factors (assessed for the virtual power plant demonstrator in Amsterdam, see also
the respective chapter) are however that:



Enough space must be available for the battery and its side equipment. In Amsterdam this
appeared to be a bottleneck in smaller houses;
And cabling works may be complex, costly and a building site hassle in existing buildings.

In the case of the demonstrator in Grenoble, positioning of the battery system was easy with no
nuisances for the building users.
An additional asset is the real-time display of the performance of the installation in the entry hall of
the office building, raising awareness of both employees and visitors.

2.4.

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES AND POTENTIAL ACTIONS FOR INCREASED TAKE UP BY

TARGET GROUPS

Local project partners have foreseen (support to) the following dissemination actions:






Regional dissemination: ALEC and Hespul support regional stakeholders and project owners.
The ALEC project has been/will be presented in several conferences dedicated to PV selfconsumption.
National dissemination: French Agency for the Quality of Construction (AQC) guides: see
https://www.programmepacte.fr/installations-photovoltaiques-en-autoconsommation, this
is a technical guide on PV self-consumption where the City-zen demonstrator is being referred
to.
European dissemination: when validated, the PV Plant Deliverables will be put on the open
access database OpenAire with a link to the City-zen grant agreement. Results on business
models will be shared with the Smart Cities Information System and with the EIP-SCC Market
Place, Action Cluster Business Models & Financing.

A detailed overview of all communication and dissemination activities performed until September
2019 can be found in D7.12, Report on the monitoring of a PV storage solution, Chapter 5:
communication.
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2.5.

SUMMARY AND FURTHER CONCLUSIONS

The PV + battery demonstrator proves to be technically feasible, with a slightly positive business case
in present conditions, and a vast replication potential given the ample availability of areas where such
system can be deployed. Reducing investment costs, in particular for batteries, are expected to make
for better future business cases.
Regulatory boundary conditions, in particular regarding the electricity market, make or break smart
city solutions. National translations of EU directives may hereby differ from member state to member
state. In the present case, a favourable change of French law in 2017 cleared the way for a successful
implementation of the pilot. This must be seen in the context of deep, structural changes in the
electricity markets: the transition from a top down, centralized and mainly stationary production and
distribution system towards a dynamic, decentralized and peer-to-peer oriented prosumer
constellation. Non of the ‘in-between’ situations between the old and the new paradigm is
comfortable.
Lack of knowledge and capacity, risk aversion and consequently high transaction costs create a specific
barrier for pioneering projects. In the present case, this was remarkably illustrated by the insurance
company imposing a fee that cancelled a quarter of the profit generated by the specific setup. With a
better risk assessment from the side of the insurer in place, project partners in France deemed that
this fee could be reduced.
A large replication potential is to be expected in buildings where power demand matches well with
solar production: office buildings, hospitals, commercial centres, industry.
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CHAPTER 3 – Sustainable Process Cooling and
Heating with Thermal Energy from Drinking
Water Supply Inf rast ruct ure, WATERNET &
SANQUIN, Amsterdam

3.1.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INNOVATION AND ITS RATIONALE

3.1.1. Overview and rationale

Drinking water pipelines can be used to exchange thermal energy. Amsterdam is a frontrunner city for
putting this idea into practice on an industrial scale. In the present demonstrator project, the Dutch
blood bank Sanquin uses cold from the public drinking water supply to cool its production processes.
Cooling with drinking water is both sustainable and efficient. In the case of Sanquin the setup is
designed to save emissions of around 1,100 tonnes of CO2 per year.
Apart from CO2 reductions and a positive business case, cooling with drinking water presents other
advantages over conventional systems – especially in urban contexts, such as: low footprint, low
weight, no noise problems, good coolant (water), low maintenance, and reliability.
In the Sanquin pilot, cold is extracted from a 700 mm diameter, low pressure drinking water transport
pipeline close to the facility. In the winter months the water temperature in this pipeline drops to a
minimum of around 8°C. To ensure microbiological safety the drinking water temperature is not
allowed to rise above 15°C in any part of the drinking water system, which defines the operational
boundaries. The production target for cold is around 30,000 GJ per year. The cold is stored in an ATES
system and/or is used directly for process cooling.
At this moment, only a relatively small part of this capacity is used by Sanquin. At a cooling load of
6.587 GJ/year, the CO2 reduction is currently 227 tonnes/year. Within 2 years of the start of the cold
production, Sanquin expects to use approximately 20,000 GJ/year of cold, corresponding to around
730 tonnes of annual CO2 savings. After 10 years, when more buildings will be connected to the system,
Sanquin expects to extract the targeted 30,000 GJ/year.
Excluding the pharmaceutical process cooling, the ‘cooling from drinking water’ system shows a COP
of around 40. At full capacity it is expected to result in a COP of up to 100.
The complete system (‘cooling from drinking water’ including the pharmaceutical cooling applications)
results in a COP of around 25. The alternative (mechanical cooling only) was expected to have resulted
in a COP of 9.
Apart from cooling with drinking water, Sanquin also connects to the local district heating system for
its heating purposes. Using heat from the local district heating grid is expected to result in a 800
tonnes/year CO2 reduction compared to the existing system. This part of the demonstrator will not be
further discussed in the present report.
Both systems have been installed in 2017 and have started production in November 2017.
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3.1.2. Technical system description

Figure 6: Process flow diagram ‘cooling from drinking water’
The ‘cooling from drinking water’ system as shown in the figure above has been in operation since
January 2018. The cold energy retrieval and distribution process is carried out in four steps:
•
•
•
•

3.2.

Step 1: Energy extraction through heat exchanger (HE)1 and pump (P)10;
Step 2:
o A) Energy buffering (loading and unloading) in ATES 2 through HE3 and P1/2/11
o B) Energy buffering (loading and unloading) in ATES 1 through HE4/5 and P5/6/12
Step 3: Energy distribution through HE2/5 and P3/4/5/8/9
Step 4: Delivery of cold energy through HE6/7 and P7 and mechanical cooling back-up

DEVELOPMENT PATH

3.2.1. From Schiphol over the city of Amsterdam to Sanquin: dealing with changes in
management (strategies)

At the outset of City-zen, the water utility Waternet had the plan, the business case and the
commitments for cooling the airport of Schiphol on the basis of cold extraction from water mains.
This would have been a substantially larger project than the actually realised pilot at Sanquin.
Schiphol however dropped off for not finding enough profit in it – even with a positive TCO case.
This happened in particular after changes occurred in Schiphol’s management.
There were other complicating factors as well. The cooling system of the airport appeared to be a
complex mix of cooling installations which substantially augmented the complexity of intervention.
Subsequently Waternet prospected new urban developments for a similar application. A 1500 new
apartments project with energy and nutrient extraction from waste water was however considered
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as a too big innovative case by the city. Moreover, after the financial crisis, urban development
activity relaunched quite suddenly with all city divisions reverting back to their traditional
development practices. Within this ‘back to normal’ rush, the Waternet case was easily neglected.
When Waternet’s proposal came back into scope, the urban development project was already in an
advanced state of development preventing the changes that were needed for the proposed pilot set
up.
Eventually, Waternet found the final and definitive partner for a drinking water cooling pilot in
Sanquin, a blood bank with facilities in Amsterdam.
3.2.2. Opportunities and barriers – lessons learned from the Sanquin pilot case

During the first monitoring period, from 7 August 2018 until 17 August 2019, some problems were
detected in the ‘cooling from drinking water’ system. One of the heat exchangers was performing
below expectations. Upon inspection it was also found to be affected by galvanic corrosion, caused by
rust particles from the drinking water pipeline. Some modifications were performed. Both exchangers
were planned to be opened and inspected again in October 2019 for follow-up of the performance and
the corrosion problem.
The startup challenges come also forward in the results of the first monitoring year:

Figure 7: Total thermal energy retrieved weekly from drinking water and ATES-02, and COP. Total
electricity: 127.368 kWh, total thermal energy Waternet side: 10.965 GJ. Total thermal energy from
ATES 2: 6.382 GJ.
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Sanquin reports the anomalies as follows (corresponding numbers in Figure 7):
•
•
•

•
•

Number 1: Inspection and removal of plates from one of the heat exchangers and pump repair
Sanquin system.
Number 2: System in standby mode to determine traditional mechanical cooling COP.
Number 3: System turned off because of measurements ensuring drinking water quality. This
was necessary because one of the heat exchangers was repaired and the system was opened.
After opening a drinking water system, the water quality must be checked. This takes about
one week.
Number 4: Period with only one heat exchanger in operation (50% capacity) and lower
efficiency due to an increase in pump use because of a significant higher differential pressure
(100% flow and 50% heat exchange surface) over the heat exchanger.
Number 5: Maintenance shutdown period Sanquin (low to zero cooling energy needed).

It is important to note that the COP of the system depends on the momentary energy demand and
other operational parameters, hence it fluctuates strongly (making abstraction of the system being
stopped at certain moments).
In this process the ATES cold storage is being charged (in winter, resulting in a peak cooling load on the
drinking water pipeline) and discharged (in summer, injecting cold back into the system), resulting in
a balance on yearly basis and avoiding to take cold from the drinking water pipeline in summer (when
water temperatures are higher in the pipeline).
Several possible improvements for the design of the ‘Cooling from drinking water’ installation have
been identified and some were already performed, e.g. at the level of the software controlling and
optimizing the balance between directly cooling and recharging the ATES (winter regime). The
observed problem was that the potential of retrieving cold from the drinking water was not maximized
and had a direct correlation with the process cooling to Sanquin. As a result the regeneration of ATES2 did not increase proportionally with decreasing process cooling demand.
Fluctuations in cooling demand are significant. Strong fluctuations in cooling demand lead to a highly
fluctuating entry temperature to heat exchanger 1 and ATES-2. At this moment the controlling
software and ATES-2 cannot act adequately enough upon these fluctuations.
Sanquin has foreseen the following mitigating measures for this problem:
1. Further fine tuning of control parameters. This process is time consuming and still ongoing.
2. This problem will decrease in time when a larger part of Sanquin’s systems is connected to the
cooling grid. This will create a cooling base load and the fluctuations from the process cooling
will have less effect.
Assuring drinking water quality is paramount at any moment in time. Because the related procedures
regarding incidents or faults could be very disruptive for Sanquin, an emergency connection for a
mobile cooling machine is available.
The installation to extract cooling from the drinking water pipeline was prefabricated, and then
installed in place. The current installation has been built on a minimal footprint (m2). As a result, the
construction costs have also been minimal thanks to cheaper prefabricated construction, and cheaper
installation on site. However, prefabricated installation means that there are limitations on the
dimensions, mainly because of the maximum transport size. Due to the limited space that was
available on site, the installation has been built long and narrow and partly below ground level,
alongside a parking strip. As a result, the internal space available around the two heat exchangers is
(too) tight.
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Figure 8: installation of the prefabricated, main heat exchanging unit, underground and at the limits
of a parking lot.
This turned moreover out to be an extra cost factor: as a result of the unforeseen corrosion and
clogging problems much more inspection and maintenance was needed than expected, and those
cannot occur in the best conditions. The ergonomics of the installation are inadequate: not all parts
are directly and easily accessible, performing maintenance on the heat exchangers is difficult, the room
was not designed for easy evacuation in the case of danger etc. This means that maintenance is more
expensive, not only because more care has to be taken to mitigate the occupational risks (falling,
bumping, physical overload etc.), but also because for major interventions the roof of the building
must be removed. The roof is prepared to be removed relatively easy because nothing is fixed to the
roof
For future similar projects, it is recommended to maintain a space around the equipment of at least
800 mm and include hoists.
The heat exchangers are affected by galvanic corrosion, caused by iron oxide particles that get stuck
between the plates. Also some grit has been found between the heat exchanger plates. Since the
drinking water main distribution line contains iron oxide, the corrosion could be a permanent problem.
However, the iron oxide and grit problems could also have been incidental, caused by repair works
upstream on the drinking water pipeline.
Follow-up controls are foreseen. In the case of a structural problem, two solutions are considered:
•
•

Solution 1: replace stainless steel plates by titanium plates. This is a very expensive solution
but gives more certainty about longevity and corrosion resistance. With this solution the risk
of sediment accumulation (clogging) is not mitigated.
Solution 2: place a 250 – 500 mu candle filter upstream to protect the heat exchanger from
iron oxide particles. A filter must comply with the KIWA label (Dutch certificate for drinking
water installations).

Drinking water distribution networks (DWDNs), have potential and significance for thermal energy
recovery in the form of cold. However, retrieving cold from drinking water means increasing its
temperature, which may enhance microbial activity and proliferation of opportunistic pathogens
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(OP’s), like Legionella spp. Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Mycobacterium avium complex and
Stenotrophomonas maltophilia, within DWDN. This may happen both in the water and biofilm phases,
with possible negative effects on water quality.
Hence, it is advised to conduct comprehensive and detailed (1-2 year long, in order to look at the
patterns and reproducibility of the results within DWDNs) microbial studies of the drinking water as
pre-requisite, and formulate a baseline repository of drinking water microbiome, before using it in full
scale cold recovery applications.
In addition, during and before/after cold recovery, a regular monitoring plan of drinking water should
not only include routinely done parameters by water companies, like ATP and HPC, but also mandatory
monitoring of temperature sensitive opportunistic pathogens and their host protozoan species.

3.3.

BUSINESS MODEL AND ACCEPTANCE FOR THE STAKEHOLDERS

Since the ‘cooling from drinking water’ system is a long-term investment, the business case was based
on a total cost of ownership (TCO) comparison. The TCO of the drinking water cooling was compared
to the TCO of an extension of the conventional cooling system at the Sanquin site over a period of 30
years.
A ‘cooling from drinking water’ system has a higher initial investment than traditional cooling
machines:
•
•

CAPEX for ‘cooling from drinking water’: € 235 / kW (thermal energy)
CAPEX for traditional cooling machines (cooling towers, dry coolers etc.): € 110 - 120 / kW
(thermal energy)

However, at the Sanquin site the ‘cooling from drinking water’ system has a better TCO than traditional
mechanical systems, even without subsidies taken into account. The details of the assessment are as
follows:
•
•

Cooling from drinking water system: Waternet connection, pump/heat exchanger building,
connecting piping to building W and ATES 2 and upgrade of ATES 1.
Reference system: additional 2 MW traditional mechanical cooling system, including
significant upgrades of the electrical grid + cabinets, and an increase of the centralized
emergency electrical power system.

For the TCO of the ‘cooling from drinking water’ system, the following parameters and scenarios were
charted:

Concludingly:
•

•

Scenario ‘Most likely’: the ‘cooling from drinking water’ system is expected to result in a TCO
of € 5.4 Mln. The reference system will result in a TCO of € 8.04 Mln. Therefore the ‘cooling
from drinking water’ system has a positive business case of € 2,64 Mln over a period of 30
years (without the EU subsidy being taken into account).
Scenario ‘Worst case’: the TCO result turns to a negative value for the ‘cooling from drinking
water’ system (even including EU subsidy).
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The above concerns the business case for Sanquin. For its part, Waternet receives a retribution from
Sanquin for the delivered energy service, covering Waternet’s specific investment and maintenance
costs, as well as a ‘risk prime’ due to the innovative character of the project. The stated main interest
for Waternet is however in accounting the realized CO2-savings as an operational decarbonisation
realized by the utility (Waternet aims to function in a carbon neutral way by 2020). However, this
comes with a risk of double counting, as Sanquin could claim the same carbon emission savings on its
behalf – having reduced the CO2-emissions compared to operating with classical cooling equipment.
Therefore both organisations need to settle for a distribution key, assigning the respective shares in
the carbon savings. Another positive effect of the technique is that the mains water temperature
increases slightly, thus reducing the energy consumption of domestic hot water boilers serviced by the
water supply system. It is however very complex to model or assess this effect in terms of energy- and
CO2-savings, and the same risk of double counting the CO2-savings emerges.

3.4.

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES AND POTENTIAL ACTIONS FOR INCREASED TAKE UP BY

TARGET GROUPS

The cooling setup as implemented by Sanquin is dependent on two assets: the drinking water
infrastructure (pipelines nearby the project site) and aquifer thermal energy storage (ATES).
For the application of ATES systems, both the climatic and the geohydrological conditions must be
favourable. Sanquin briefly analysed these conditions and came to the conclusion that there is ample
replication potential in western and central Europe, see e.g. Figure 9.

Figure 9: ATES suitability in Europe, source: Deltares
Over a year, the ATES should remain in balance implying that it needs to be recharged with cold in
winter. When this condition is applied to regular conditioning of buildings (i.e. not for specific
industrial processes), the favourable application area is again over central and western Europe.
Sanquin did not report on the suitability of drinking water infrastructure for cooling throughout Europe
or beyond, but it is evident that upper temperature limits in the drinking water pipelines will be
mandatory, limiting the amount of cold that can potentially be extracted (this is similar to e.g. the
amount of heat that can be extracted from sewage systems in the case of riothermics).
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For an overview of all communication and dissemination activities, we refer to City-zen Deliverable
5.14 - Implemented cooling and heating from public infrastructures in a pharmaceutical plant, Chapter
3.

3.5.

SUMMARY AND FURTHER CONCLUSIONS

Cooling with cold from drinking water pipelines is a long-term, yet attractive investment compared to
traditional cooling solutions. Some technical boundary conditions must be fulfilled: the drinking water
temperature must not be increased over certain limits by extracting cold and cold storage is likely to
be needed to bridge periods when cold can not be taken from the water mains. The summary table
created by Sanquin resumes well the comparison for the specific context of this company (Table 3).
The advantages are many more than just a better total cost of ownership.
Avoiding the noise caused by conventional cooling equipment is a major co-benefit, especially in urban
areas.
The points needing attention are mainly of a technical nature and can be resumed as:
•
•

Even high quality drinking water can contain an unexpected amount of rust particles and other
debris. The drinking water in Amsterdam is among the best in the world. Therefore, it was
unexpected that the heat exchangers could be affected by rust particles and grit.
The building for the heat exchangers and the technical installations should have been built
more spaciously. Prefabricating the installation was very efficient, but it imposed severe
limitations on the dimensions due to the maximum transport size. In retrospect it might have
been advisable to prefabricate and install the installation in two parts, and in two separate
buildings. This would also have made the mandated security separation between Waternet
(the drinking water utility) and Sanquin easier to maintain.

CO2 savings are impressive. During the monitoring period (August 2018 – August 2019) the total
process cooling was 6.587 GJ. To produce this amount of cold, the mechanical cooling would have
emitted 254 tonnes of CO2. Instead, the “cooling from drinking water” system produced 27 tonnes of
CO2: a reduction of 227 tonnes, or 89%. Once the production target of 30.000 GJ/year is met, the
CO2 savings will be proportionally higher, namely 1.030 tonnes per year. This is within a 10% margin
of the predicted 1.100 tonnes/year.
Further optimizations of the design are possible. It is feasible to produce and install the ‘cooling from
drinking water’ system more efficiently, for example by separating the design into modules and by
using rack-mounted equipment. Furthermore, steering software updates proved to be essential.
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Table 3: comparison of cooling solutions for Sanquin. SEER = seasonal energy efficiency ratio.
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It is not simple to introduce sustainable energy concepts in (large) institutions and commercial or
industrial companies for different reasons, as could be derived from the Sanquin case and the previous
Schiphol Airport project cancellation 3:
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

The management must be open for, and convinced of, the merits of sustainable operation.
Established industrial practices and routines may create a strong barrier. Innovation comes
with risks and transaction costs which are difficult to sell, particularly in highly competitive
environments. Integrated, sustainable energy systems also require long-term and consistent
facility planning. This goes against common practices where energy systems are updated on
an ad hoc basis and remain steered by short term needs;
Schiphol Airport cancelled its drinking water based cooling project for not finding enough
profit in it, and this even with a positive TCO case. This happened in particular after changes
occurred in Schiphol’s management. In this case, a difference in attitude can also be
observed between the public partner Waternet (accepting a long term approach based on
TCO) and the private partner (imposing higher and/or shorter term profit margins);
Large institutions like cities or big companies often have two faces: a group of internal
innovators supporting pilot projects and another group of business as usual operators
resisting to any changes or risk;
In new and complex setups that link partners who usually do not work together, creating
transparency and building trust are of paramount importance. This holds in particular for the
developed business case(s). Convinced and motivated people pulling the project are needed
from all the involved parties;
Industrial actors often pay (extremely) low prices for electricity and gas, which kills the
business case for alternative setups based on sustainable or renewable energy sources;
The water utility must in the present case behave as an energy company, providing cold
(and/or heat). This requires the utility to go beyond its regular competences and operational
comfort zone. This implies that the management is willing to take up a new company mission,
that the needed capacity is brought in and that the regulatory frameworks are (made) fit for
such an extension of competences. Other market players may not like or even try to obstruct
such change;
Windows of opportunity may open. This was the case where Sanquin reached the technical
limit of its electricity intake from the grid. Increasing the capacity would require a new and
expensive connection upgrade. This was an additional incentive for reoptimizing the internal
energy management. The same holds for the end of life of existing installations, where an
opportunity emerges for introducing alternative equipment and longer-term strategies, or the
moment when buildings need a general retrofit and where the improvement of the energy
performance can be realized at a smaller additional cost, together with the other renovation
works. These occurrences are more generally labelled as ‘natural moments of change’ and
must be seized as a unique opportunity;
In enterprise, processes and people change continuously. When developing long term (energy
or sustainability) strategies, this must be taken into account and planned for;
Projects like City-zen are found to be an enabler: they do make a difference 4.

These observations were mainly collected from (1) the City-zen Fuckup Night in Antwerp, 22.11.2018 and (2) a
site visit to Sanquin and an interview with its energy consultant Mark van der Roy in Amsterdam, 28.06.2019.
3

Such echos come also from the City-zen Roadshow, where other cities are visited and urban energy scenarios
are developed through 2+1 weeks of intensive workshops.

4
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CHAPTER 4 – Virtual Power Plant including Endto-End and Vehicle-to-Grid Smartification,
ALLIANDER, Amsterdam

4.1.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INNOVATION AND ITS RATIONALE

4.1.1. Rationale

A virtual power plant (VPP) is an online, centralized platform which monitors, aggregates, stores, and
redistributes energy, in order to make all the smaller components of the VPP together resemble a
traditional power plant.
Virtual power plants may become an essential building block for the electricity grid of the future. They
facilitate the transition from a top down, centralized and mainly stationary production and distribution
system towards a dynamic, decentralized and peer-to-peer oriented prosumer constellation, in the
first place by helping to balance supply and demand when much of the produced energy comes from
intermittent, renewable energy sources.
The supply-demand imbalance that could be viewed as a burden on the grid, can thus be turned into
an advantage using smart grid solutions. Local distribution grid operators (DSOs) can collaborate with
energy suppliers and citizens to create value for all parties involved. The grid operator can balance the
energy on the grid by using the flexibility of energy storage or demand response; the energy supplier
can take on new roles and profit from providing energy and flexibility to the DSO; the citizens benefit
from living in a city driven by sustainable and renewable power, and they can profit by becoming active
participants in the energy markets. This assists society in keeping the electricity grid reliable and
affordable for all citizens.
4.1.2. Overview description

The pilot was developed in the Nieuw-West district of Amsterdam. Nieuw-West is a diverse
neighbourhood with old and new housing, with and without local sustainable energy generation such
as solar panels. Single-family homes, SMEs and apartment buildings can be found there. This diverse
test site makes the lessons learned during the project transferable to a great diversity of other
municipalities.
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Figure 10: Amsterdam Nieuw-West district
The virtual power plant (VPP) pilot project in Amsterdam consists of 3 integrated parts:
•
•

•

An ‘end-to-end (E2E) smartification’ of the local grid as a precondition for developing the smart
grid applications;
A ‘vehicle-to-grid (V2G) setup’ with 4 charging stations for electric cars that allow both
charging the car and feeding back electricity into the grid from the car battery. In most current
practices for car charging infrastructure, the second operation is not foreseen or even made
impossible by the car manufacturers;
And the integration of these into a smart grid setup with further provision of PV and battery
combinations in 50 homes. The whole is then managed by the VPP control software.

Figure 11: Map of Amsterdam Nieuw-West showing the grid components and the locations of the 50
VPP battery systems placed in residences.
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4.2.

DEVELOPMENT PATH

The City-zen smart grid project started in 2014. After discussions about and design of the physical
setup, implementation started in 2017 and was finished in 2018. Measurements and experiments were
executed in 2017, 2018 and 2019.
The pilot was complex in nature; a set of tasks and objectives was identified to structure the work, see
Table 4.
At the same time, a citizen participation process was set up.
Task
Smartification at building level
Smartification of medium and low voltage
electricity distribution grid
Integration of electrical vehicles and vehicle to
grid technology

Monitoring and evaluation of grid smartification

Objectives
50 storage systems installed
ICT monitoring and control platform
VPP in demonstration
Digitalized Grid substation
iNet implementation
Bidirectional EV chargers and energy
management system
Design criteria and decision strategy
Platform used
Testing and optimization
Small scale storage systems and VPP
Flexibility and balancing at the neighbourhood
scale
Impact of electrical vehicles and effects on the
grid
Impact of grid updates in low, medium and high
voltage grid

Table 4: tasks and objectives of the Amsterdam City-zen E2E-V2G-VPP pilot.
4.2.1. End to end smartification

The first step towards a smart distribution grid is end to end smartification (E2E). This means that
between the medium voltage (MV) substation at one end, and the energy connection of the residences
at the other, the status of all grid components is known. This should be done by placing the minimal
amount of measurement points and equipment in the grid, while still acquiring all of the necessary
information.
The City-zen E2E project showcased this approach in Amsterdam. Over 10.000 residences were
connected to the smart grid, using over 9.000 smart meters, 13 monitored medium voltage stations
(MVSs), and 22 monitored low voltage (LV) mainlines, creating one of the largest smart grids in the
Netherlands.
The results of monitoring were used to verify the predictions of a state estimation model, which is
developed to accurately estimate the state at any point in the grid. The monitoring data were also used
to assess the effect of the implementation of a virtual power plant and vehicle to grid charging.
The medium-voltage grid can thus be controlled remotely, resulting in optimal use of sustainable
energy and prevention of power failures. The smart grid in combination with smart metering and the
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smart control system technologically enables households to trade their energy via the virtual power
plant, and car owners to exchange energy with the grid in both directions using vehicle to grid
technology.
4.2.2. Virtual power plant

The second smart grid solution applied is the virtual power plant (VPP). With this project, the
participating parties wanted to learn how more sustainable energy can fit in a densely populated city
such as Amsterdam. By gaining experience with the VPP, the balance between supply and demand can
be increased.
Over the course of one year, fifty battery systems were installed on a local and residential level in
Amsterdam Nieuw-West. In the Nieuw-West district, a large number of buildings and houses have solar
panels. When more solar energy is generated than used, the battery stores the energy locally. This
prevents overloading of the electricity network and can prevent unnecessary costs to expand the grid.
It thus keeps the energy grid affordable and reliable. With the virtual power plant it is also possible to
trade sustainable energy on the energy market. This makes it possible in the future to pay and receive
the true price for energy. This financial incentive could contribute to energy saving. The project
distinguishes itself from comparable pilots by combining all three factors: home battery systems,
energy trading and taking the capacity of the local electricity grid into account.
The VPP use cases tested within City-zen are:
•
•
•

Trading on energy markets with the combined capacity of a maximum of 50 energy storage
systems;
Local consumption of locally generated sustainable energy;
Supporting the local electricity grid through congestion management.

→ Trading on the energy markets
An energy aggregator can utilize all of the energy storage systems to trade energy on the wholesale
markets: the use of a home battery allows for energy storage when electricity prices are low and
discharge the battery when these are high. A single battery system is not predictable enough, nor is it
large enough, to trade on the wholesale market, which is where the VPP comes in by managing a larger
set of home batteries.
Project output:
The VPP successfully followed pre-determined trade profiles by charging and discharging the battery
systems at the appropriate moments in time. In doing this, all battery systems acted as one big energy
storage facility, thus acting as a true VPP. Sometimes small deviations from the desired profile
occurred, mainly due to an imperfect self-report about the battery systems’ state of charge (SoC) and
inaccurate predictions of the energy supply and demand.
→ Self-consumption of locally generated energy
Another use case for the VPP is using more energy locally. This can be motivated by a desire to be more
energy independent, or by financial motives: at this moment supplying solar energy to the grid is
subsidized, making it profitable to feed the energy into the grid. The Dutch government has presented
plans to change this in the early 2020s. It can then become profitable to use as much energy locally as
possible. The use of a home battery allows for energy storage when the local energy generation is
abundant (when the sun is shining and the residents away) and discharge the battery when the need
for energy is high (when there is no sunshine and the residents are at home).
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Project output:
The City-zen project hereby demonstrated that a VPP can be a valuable tool in increasing locally
produced energy. In order to do this, the measurements from solar panels, household energy usage
and batteries all have to be accessible separately. The battery system currently optimizes for the solar
yield and household demand of only the residence they are in. This means that the local consumption
of locally generated sustainable energy could be increased even more if the system of batteries
forming the VPP optimized their local energy use on a collective level.
→ Supporting the local electricity grid
The VPP was also connected to Alliander’s smart grid. This enables the DSO to examine if the batteries
are able to support the local grid network during peak moments. If the VPP can be used in this way,
this might prevent (additional) investments in the electricity grid and ensure that the grid stays stable,
benefiting all those who use the grid and pay for it. The use of a home battery allows for the battery
systems to be discharged when the load on the grid is low, making for a stable base-load, and charged
when the load on the grid is high, alleviating the new energy peaks caused by the local energy
generation from solar panels.
Project output:
The VPP battery systems can significantly impact the grid loads. This can both increase and decrease
the balance on the grid. Trading locally on national energy markets can at times increase the load on
the grid, when the batteries discharge energy even though the local solar energy supply is high. In
general however, the batteries in trading mode discharge when the grid load is low on energy supply,
and charge when the grid load is high, thus supporting the grid.

Figure 12: Schematic overview of the information flow between all parties involved in the VPP. The
sustainable energy supplier (NeoSmart) gathers information from the European day-ahead energy
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market (EPEXSPOT) prognosis, and makes an energy profile for the next day based on this information
using the Sympower software, to optimize profits. The balance responsible party or BRP (ENTRNCE)
sends this profile to the demand-response platform (REX) which sends instructions to the VPP in order
to match the profile designed by the aggregator and the PV output as closely as possible. In the
meantime, the DSO (Liander) gathers dynamic information about the smart grid from congestion
points, and combines this with static grid information. They can then send a signal to the demandresponse platform in case of emergency, so that the VPP can respond to alleviate peak loads.
4.2.3. Vehicle to grid

The third smart grid solution is vehicle to grid (V2G) charging and discharging of electric vehicles. The
number of electric cars is growing rapidly. The government of the Netherlands has set a goal of one
million electric vehicles in 2025, which is more than 10% of the total number of private vehicles. With
V2G a combination is made between electric transport and the need for storage of electricity during
sustainable energy generation peaks. The charging stations make energy stored in the batteries of
electric cars available to the grid during times when the energy demand is high. The charging station
is therefore not a normal charging station, but a bidirectional charging station. In times of low energy
demand, the cars can be charged as usual. Flexible use of energy is a more efficient solution than
adjusting the electricity grid so that more capacity can go through. This keeps the energy grid
affordable and reliable.
Within the City-zen V2G project four bidirectional charging stations were installed, two at public
locations and two at commercial locations. Three different types of cars, with several drivers, used
these charging stations to charge their electric vehicles, while at the same time the cars were used to
support the grid, to lower the peak load of buildings, and to trade on the USEF flex market.

Figure 13: Bidirectional V2G charging station installed for the City-zen VPP pilot.
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The V2G use cases tested within City-zen are:
•

•
•
•

Supporting the local electricity grid through congestion management
o Using standard charging;
o Using a standardized load profile;
o By trading on the USEF (Universal Smart Energy Framework) flex market;
Enabling businesses to save on their connection costs by limiting their required capacity;
Self-consumption of locally produced energy;
Supplying emergency power

→ Supporting the local electricity grid & self-consumption of locally generated energy
In a similar fashion as the VPP, the V2G system can be used to increase local consumption of locally
generated energy and it can support the local electricity grid. The self-consumption mode of the V2G
system is a bit more advanced than that of the VPP, because it also utilizes predictions about the energy
use and solar energy supply during the day. These predictions are included in the so called greenfollowing mode, developed by Enervalis. This is the mode referred to when mentioning selfconsumption modes in the context of the V2G project.
Trading on the USEF (Universal Smart Energy Framework) flex market
USEF delivers the market model (2018) for the trading and commoditisation of energy flexibility, and
the architecture, tools and rules to make it work effectively. By providing an international common
standard for smart energy, USEF unifies markets and ensures that projects and technologies are
connected at the lowest cost.
By delivering a common standard on which to build smart energy implementations, USEF connects
prosumers, technologies and energy markets. It is the basis for an integrated smart energy future that
is both efficient and cost-effective. The framework defines each stakeholder’s role in the energy
market, how they interact and how they can benefit by doing so. With existing detailed specifications
and real-life pilots in the market, USEF is perhaps the most comprehensive, advanced initiative of its
kind.
Three market roles from the USEF framework are used within the City-zen project:
•

•

•

Prosumer: The residential consumer role in the energy system is changing. It is not unusual for
a modern home to include multiple smart appliances, smart metering, electric vehicles and
solar panels. Home battery technologies are also maturing rapidly. All internet-connected,
these emerging technologies provide an opportunity for in-home optimisation of energy, by
avoiding or deferring its use unless it is absolutely necessary and/or the price is right. Selling
any excess energy generated or stored can also reap financial rewards.
Aggregator: The aggregator bundles small flex assets (for example those owned by the
prosumers) into a flexibility volume, enabling (the trading of) energy flexibility. USEF helps
interested parties to understand the nature of the opportunity that the new Aggregator role
offers and provides the tools to act on it. It makes the boundaries of an Aggregator’s business
model clear, without limiting opportunities. USEF defines the role and delivers the related
interaction models and sample technical references. This is are particularly important where
the role is of interest to companies not currently active in the energy markets but that have
existing retail relationships and expertise.
DSO: USEF helps the DSO to mitigate risk and play a smarter role in the system. It delivers
easier access to Prosumers’ flexible supply and demand by making their active participation in
the grid possible. This can be used to alleviate grid stress and defer or avoid grid upgrades. It
also encourages prosumer reliance on the grid by providing them with the opportunity to
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benefit financially. This reduces the likelihood of their defection as storage technologies
become more readily-available, making self-balancing achievable.
Project output:
The response time and time to reach the maximum power in all tests was less than one minute. This
means that the system can respond fast enough to enable peak alleviation. The maximum charging
power reached was not the rated power of 10kW as was hypothesized, but the maximum discharging
power did approach the 10kW level. Both charging and discharging to the grid were possible and could
be utilized to execute protocols effectively.
The influence of V2G charging is clearly discernible on the grid load. This means that the V2G system
can be used for peak load alleviation, thus supporting the local electricity grid. Simple peak alleviation
algorithms, charging the cars during the solar peak and discharging them during the morning and
evening peaks, were executed successfully, showing that proactive peak load alleviation is also
possible.
A protocol for this was developed using the USEF flex framework. The V2G project enabled trading on
the USEF flex market. The desired load profiles were followed by the system in most cases, however
deviations occurred when the cars batteries were full or empty, or when the car was not at the charging
station.
The V2G system was able to increase self-consumption of locally produced energy compared to a
situation where no smart EV charging is present, by catching peaks of solar energy generation. By
following a profile based on predictions about energy demand and supply, the EVs charged when solar
energy was being generated. The V2G system did not however provide any benefit over a regular onedirectional charging station in these experiments: it did not assist the local consumption of energy
stored in the battery by discharging at times when energy demand of the building is high. This means
that the goal of 10% more self-consumption than with regular smart charging has not been met.
→ Enabling businesses to save on their connection costs
Those connected to the electricity grid have to pay an annual fee for that connection. The height of
this fee depends on the peak loads of the connected property. If one can lower the peak electricity
one supplies to or demands from the electricity grid, the connection costs can be decreased. Since
businesses usually have larger connection types, associated with higher connection fees, this use case
is especially relevant for business parties.
Project output:
The car battery charges during the solar peak and discharges during a peak in energy demand, as
instructed. There is a visible influence on reducing the loads by using V2G (dis)charging, confirming our
hypothesis. Our experiments could not confirm that the peak load of the building was lowered enough
and reliably enough to warrant a lower category of grid connection for the building. In these
experiments, just one or V2G charging point per building was used. In the future, the number of V2Gcompatible EVs is expected to increase, enabling additional peak reduction.
→ Emergency power supply
In the event of a power failure, a large energy storage facility can act as an emergency power supply.
If there is a large number of EVs with V2G charging capability, this fleet of V2G connected cars could
hypothetically act as such an emergency power supply. This is the fifth and last use case for the V2G
system explored in the City-zen project.
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Project output:
The V2G system can be used as an emergency power supply in theory. Since the laws and regulations
of the Dutch electricity grid do not permit this at the moment, this could not be tested within the scope
of this project. Instead a theoretical exploration of the possibilities was performed. Technically and
theoretically, no barriers for using the V2G in this manner were identified. If and when regulations in
this are change, this use case can be explored further.
4.2.4. Citizen participation

Participants for the VPP project of City-zen were recruited from the Amsterdam Nieuw-West area.
Numerous information sessions, discussion evenings and City-zen workshops were organized to
recruit, involve and inform potential participants and other citizens living in the area.
→ VPP participation
Marten Boekelo, affiliated to the Environmental Policy department at Wageningen University, carried
out a social research among the participant of the City-zen VPP project. Below are summarized his
findings with respect to their motives and experiences.
An active relationship with energy
When people first get their solar panels, there is excitement about getting the panels installed and
about what the panels will ‘do’. New digital interfaces allow people to keep track of what happens and
people do so frequently in the initial period. The frequency of checking almost daily decreases after a
while, but this initial period is nonetheless crucial in cementing a different relation to energy. First,
while most people stop checking frequently, they don’t stop altogether. For some people it becomes
a habit. Second, monitoring is a visceral experience – not a merely ‘informational’ or ‘computational’
process. People talk of recalibrating their senses, fine-tuning their own impression of the weather
conditions with that day’s PV production. Close monitoring also produces a certain identification with
the solar panels – generating energy was compared to maintaining a vegetable garden and bringing in
the harvest, as if one is producing the energy oneself. Third, keeping track of solar panels is not an
isolated activity – it is contagious for other domains of the household. For many people, installing solar
panels turns out to be the beginning of paying closer attention to energy flows in their homes
generally. Some move on to specialist measuring equipment digging deep for ‘energy leaks’, but even
those who don’t still look out for signs of unwholesome energy behaviour in their household (whether
that be by machines or humans). In other words, people step onto a trajectory when they get into PV.
The logical next step
Many participants considered City-zen VPP a logical next step on that trajectory. Interviewees had
varying ways to describe this trajectory. One thing that often came up in interviews is being or
becoming “conscious”. People expressed hope that digital interfaces (tied to solar panels, household
batteries, or energy platforms) would allow them to become more conscious of how they consume
energy. But it is also bigger than that: ‘consciousness’ sometimes operated as a gloss for something
like care, through which people acted as responsible members of society. Energy in other words
becomes a domain in which people can cultivate some stewardship for their (or ‘the’) environment.
There is some variation in how people imagined their stewardship or responsibility – whether it lies in
greater energy autonomy, in reducing their footprint or lending their own small hand to the energy
transition. What is important to note here is that these everyday monitoring practices allow people to
experience and realize this relationship to energy.
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Financial aspects
People enjoy the anticipation of monetary gains during the year and experience gratification upon
seeing their energy ‘savings’ quantified on the end-of-year bill. Yet people talked less about that. This
is not just because it wouldn’t be ‘socially desirable’ to talk about money. It represents the structure
of people’s (evolving) experience of the technology: in so far as people did talk about money, it was
about the phase of deliberating whether or when to get those solar panels. As soon as that money is
spent though, what remains is the story of calibration and consciousness, stewardship and autonomy,
which monitoring serves to make real. There were two exceptions: one programmer who enjoyed
crunching the numbers and one manager who liked to think about business models and bottom lines.
For the others, there simply was no point in tracking (and thus, talking about) monetary performance.
The City-zen VPP
Ironically, while for many participants the VPP project was the logical ‘next step’, it wound up
interrupting the monitoring that constituted their relationship to energy. This happened in three ways.
Firstly, due to the very nature of the technology, where a battery is controlled by a third party. As a
consequence, energy from their solar panels would flow into the battery and then effectively
disappear. Energy would flow between the battery and the grid in ways that were unrelated to the
household’s energy consumption. This made the battery into something of a black box.
Secondly, the software interface with the battery didn’t help. It was not made with consumers in mind
and was partly or largely unintelligible (or produced seemingly contradictory information for those
willing and able to take a closer look). Also, the interface was never meant to provide information
about remote control actions, which could have provided some insight into how the energy provider
was influencing energy flows in and out of the battery.
Finally, the project experienced some delays, which also halted the intended monthly newsletter for a
protracted time. As a result, participants were kept in the dark about what – if anything – was
happening with their mysterious batteries. All of this made monitoring quite difficult for the
participants (even as it did open up new terrains of observation) and thus sabotaged the feedback
mechanisms that allowed people to refine their consciousness and affirm their sense of stewardship.
Main conclusions for the social acceptance and effectivity of a VPP
It is important to note that a VPP is not inherently antithetical to the consciousness and sense of
stewardship that people cultivated over time. However, it may be more difficult to resolve tensions
either with people’s desire for energy autonomy or their distrust of energy companies. People may
feel more comfortable with the idea of a community operated VPP. For many, the environmental pitch
of the project was understandable and relatable: we need to make sure that solar power will not end
up cannibalizing our energy infrastructure. These findings therefore entail the following; to attract VPP
customers, they obviously need to offer a financial advantage. To retain those customers, however,
they will need to put sustained effort in making the VPP visible: how – on a daily, monthly and yearly
level – it accomplishes its solution for variable energy (through market transactions and environmental
performance indicators), what the contribution of the individual household has been (in terms of
energy capacity and value), and how energy flows between PV panels, storage device and grid (to feed
people’s consciousness).
→ V2G participation
V2G is not only a new technology for the actual participants in the project. The neighbourhood also
shares in the experience, because the chargers are quite visible compared to regular chargers. It was
possible to gather some insights in the general perception and acceptance of the chargers. In the cityzen project, general usage of the charger was prohibited, which might have affected other EV drivers
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at both the corporate locations and at the street level chargers. The experiences of these drivers are
unknown to the project.
Alliander asked the University of Amsterdam (HvA) to shape the user survey for the V2G part. The
purpose of this survey was to find out the background characteristics of the participants, the
behavioural aspects of the participants, which motivations the participants have to participate in the
test and to explore which expectations and experiences the participants have regarding the test. All
drivers of the 5 electric cars in the project were approached to participate in this survey.
V2G drivers: sustainable attitude
It has been shown that the motivation to drive an electric car mainly comes from sustainability
considerations and a reduction in CO2 emissions. It also appears that the interest in sustainability and
the interest in the trial persuaded the participants. For the shared car it is expected that the battery
degradation is faster due to less careful use of the cars. It can be concluded from the results that the
use of the car differs per respondent, but that all respondents declare to have the car almost
continuously connected to the (bidirectional) charging station and that they connect the car almost
immediately after a ride.
High level of trust in the technology
The NewMotion app that was developed to be used in combination with the bidirectional charging
station was used very little by the participants. This has different reasons, according to the participants:
the app was difficult to use, not logical in its settings, not intuitive and not up to date. Also, according
to one driver, it was not possible to use the application when the consumer has an atypical behaviour
(no commuting traffic).
During tests, the electric cars were not always charged at 100% at the time the cars were going to be
used. Because users of the Plug in Hybrid vehicles need an almost full battery to be able to go to work
and back, this caused a problem. In case of a hybrid car, the shortage of electricity made it necessary
to use petrol which would cost the participants more money than driving electric. A state of charge
below 80% caused the drivers to contact the Charge Point Operator and to check the NewMotion V2G
app. For the drivers that used a shared car the range anxiety and the worries about battery degradation
are lower, due to the fact that shared car users have a fleet of many cars available to them.
All in all one can conclude that for the drivers that participated in the City-zen V2G test, the level of
trust the participants had in the project management was high enough to ignore any information that
was provided in the app. The drivers had no interest in the charging and discharging patterns that were
carried out, as long as they were able to drive to their next destination whenever they needed to travel.
Once that prerequisite was in danger, the level of awareness of the pilot temporarily increased.
4.2.5. Opportunities and barriers – lessons learned from the Amsterdam VPP pilot case

→ General conclusions
Good understanding of the lay-out of the low voltage (LV) grid is a prerequisite for implementing E2E
smartification efficiently. Without this accurate data, one cannot determine where to place the
measurement equipment in the grid.
Virtual power plants (VPPs) in trade mode, trading on the EPEXSPOT market, at times have a negative
effect on grid balance given the current pricing mechanism. There are instances where energy is sold,
and thus delivered to the grid, during moments of local energy generation. This can increase the peak
load on the LV grid.
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A significant number of bidirectional charging stations should be present in a section of the grid to
observe the real effects of using V2G systems as a balancing mechanism. With a limited number, the
probability of unavailability of the cars connected to the charging stations is too high.
Currently, no off-the-shelf solutions are available for E2E, VPP and V2G applications in brown field
situations.
The reliability of OT/IT connections through 4G and Wi-Fi communication networks used for VPP and
V2G applications is lower than that of the grid itself. The reliability needs to increase to match the
reliability of the grid before a VPP or V2G can be used as part of the vital infrastructure balancing loads
on the LV grid.
State estimation is needed in order to be able to draw conclusions about the current situation of the
grid.
Certain capabilities of both the VPP and V2G system cannot be utilized due to regulatory barriers
and/or sector standards. Examples are the use of the V2G system for emergency power and the selfconsumption of energy using the VPP by connecting the battery and solar panels of a household to the
same phase.
By using the VPP for energy trading, based on forecasts of energy consumption, PV solar generation,
the energy prices on the EPEXSPOT market and the availability of the battery, overall energy costs can
be decreased. A low density of VPP contributors in the LV grid (less than 5% of residences were
equipped with battery systems) showed little impact on the grid.
The DSO is able to alleviate peak loads on the grid by using small storage (battery) systems, if the DSO
has fast and reliable means to control the VPP/V2G battery systems through their operators. This is
possible when the batteries are operated in an inherently grid-supporting mode by the battery
operator, when there are adequate financial stimuli the DSO can offer through the energy and/or flex
markets, or if the DSO can overrule the settings of the VPP to ensure grid stability and prevent a power
outage.
Finding and retaining participants for VPP and V2G projects is a time consuming task. Active
participation is required which is not always possible in combination with the work-life balance of
potential participants. In addition, participants sometimes move or retract from the project when
changes occur in their private lives.
→ Lessons learned about E2E
Good understanding of the lay-out of the low voltage (LV) grid is a prerequisite for implementing E2E
efficiently. Without this accurate data, one cannot determine where to place the measurement
equipment in the grid.
It is difficult to know on beforehand how much and where measurement equipment is required to
enable E2E. An accurate state estimation model is a valuable tool to gain the required insight.
Communication between TSOs and DSOs is necessary when implementing E2E smartification.
Currently, no off-the-shelf E2E solution is available. Various components and measurement units used
in E2E are available, but their integration in a brown field situation is not readily applicable.
State estimation is needed in order to be able to draw conclusions about the current situation of the
grid.
In a meshed LV grid, measurement and control are extremely difficult to implement, due to the fact
that each point on the grid can be reached in multiple ways.
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The dimensions of components used in E2E are too big. A lot of space is currently needed to build in
the smart components of the grid. Not all MVSs can accommodate components of the current size.
→ Lessons learned about the VPP
It was quite an adventure to find people that had enough spare space in their house for a battery
installation the size of a fridge, especially as housing in Amsterdam is very sharp. Moreover people
needed to agree to have a power line pulled through the house, which is not the aesthetically most
happy item.
No off-the shelf components were available for building the VPP that met the requirements, because
of the large diversity of installation situations in the homes of residents.
Virtual power plants (VPPs) in trade mode, trading on the EPEXSPOT market, at times have a negative
effect on grid balance given the current pricing mechanism. There are instances where energy is sold,
and thus delivered to the grid, during moments of local energy generation. This increases the peak
load on the LV grid.
Measurement data from the VPP is transmitted correctly for about 95% of the time. This 95% reliability
does not match the high standards set for vital infrastructure like the electricity grid. The current
network has a standard of less than 0.01% failure.
By using the VPP for energy trading, based on forecasts of energy consumption, PV solar generation,
the energy prices on the EPEXSPOT market and the availability of the battery, overall energy costs can
be decreased. A low density of VPP contributors in the LV grid (less than 5% of residences were
equipped with battery systems) showed little impact on the grid.
The single phase battery systems that were placed in the residences are by default connected to a
different phase of the 3-phase grid than both the solar panels and household energy usage. This
originates from current standards used in the installation sector. This means that the battery system
cannot be used effectively to balance energy within the residence; in fact it appeared to increase the
charge on the grid rather than relieving it, as energy was additionally being circulated over the grid.
This implies that adaptations are needed and that there must be guarantees that installers know about
the issues. One solution can be made at the level of the smart meter. Using a more expensive, 3 phase
type of battery is another, more robust solution which is preferred by the DSO.
The battery status that was communicated did at times not reflect the actual battery status, especially
where the state of charge is concerned. Due to this mismatch, batteries often ignored ‘discharge’commands, because they were at minimal SoC despite communicating otherwise.
Utilizing the battery systems to alleviate peak loads on the grid, which was the goal of the emergency
signal experiments, only works if the SoC of the battery systems is above 30% and below 90%. Outside
of these boundaries, the battery systems cannot charge at full power. This becomes especially
apparent when the battery systems are in trading mode, and then suddenly receive an emergency
signal. Due to the energy trading, the battery systems are either too full or not full enough, and the
emergency signal therefore has no effect.
→ Lessons learned about V2G
V2G can have a value in situations where there are congestion problems in the LV grid, due to a surplus
of either energy demand or energy supply. This is only possible when measurements are available to
assess the state of the system accurately.
Hybrid cars almost always have an empty battery when they arrive at the charging station, and are
thus not very useful for V2G in situations in which immediate response upon arrival is required.
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V2B charging can optimize the energy balance at the building level, decreasing the peak load of the
building.
The availability of enough suitable vehicles in the neighbourhood, as well as sufficient measurements
on the grid, are preconditions for the successful implementation of a V2G system that can have a
predictable impact on the grid.
V2G requires a high density of charging infrastructure and available cars if the goal of balancing the
local grid is to be reached.
Due to regulations the V2G system cannot currently be used to provide emergency power in the event
of a power outage.
During the project, many issues were encountered involving both the hardware and software of the
V2G system. The prevalence of these types of issues has to decrease for V2G to become a reliable
service to both the DSO and the customers.
Desired charging protocols were often not executed as expected or directed, for a variety of reasons.
One of those is that the charging station starts its default operating mode (full powered charging in
this case) as soon as a car is connected to the charging station, often before the desired protocol starts.
Due to the cost of bidirectional charging stations, and the necessary financial compensation for drivers
for providing flexibility, V2G charging is not financially competitive with other flexibility options at this
moment in time.

4.3.

BUSINESS MODEL AND ACCEPTANCE FOR THE STAKEHOLDERS

4.3.1. Trading on the energy market with the VPP

Battery systems, communication modules and smart meters were placed in the homes of 48
consumers during 2017 and early 2018. With 41 consumers, a supply agreement was made for the
supply of renewable electricity (and for some also for the supply of natural gas, as some participants
preferred to have one single energy supplier). The other 7 consumers had trouble switching energy
suppliers, and functioned as a control group during the operation of the VPP. The renewable electricity
came from NeoSmart, who ensured that the electricity delivered came from solar energy generated
locally in the Netherlands. This means that the project used sustainable Dutch solar energy exclusively.
The supply agreement was based on the no-more-than-usual principle, which means that the
consumers, just as before, received energy at a market conform fixed rate on the basis of a fixed
advance payment per month. Any trade profits would be settled later.
Of the 41 participants who opted for an energy supply contract with NeoSmart, which was necessary
for the trading mode used during the VPP project, on average 4 battery systems were not able to
participate in the trading. This was because of technical or connection issues, or because participants
were dissatisfied with the high energy (and financial) losses of battery usage and disabled the control
of the battery system by the energy supplier. In the period from April 2018 to March 2019 the VPP was
actively operated in this trading mode.
The trading mode made use of price differences on the day-ahead energy market (EPEXSPOT).
To determine if trading with the flexibility of small storage units resulted in lower energy costs, the
collected data was analysed for various scenarios. It appeared that using the VPP battery systems for
trading on the EPEXSPOT energy market, based on forecasts of energy consumption, PV solar
generation, the energy prices on the EPEXSPOT market, and the availability of the battery, leads to
lower overall energy costs.
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When increasing the number of VPP participants, the effects of individual decisions that do not match
the desired steering protocols will be evened out by the combined effect of the other transactions.
Increasing the number of participants will increase the predictability of average household behaviour.
4.3.2. Economic aspects of V2G

For V2G in the public grid, the main interest is likely to be on the grid operator side (flexibility demand),
where congestion management and frequency management are import factors. However, V2G could
also be of interest to owners of a fleet of electrical vehicles, who could earn some money by operating
their fleet as a flexibility provider (flex offer). The intermediary actor, i.e. the aggregator has the ability
to pursue other demand response services for different actors in the power system and therefore
potentially establishes competitive advantage in the V2G scenario. It operates in a competitive
privatized market and, therefore, competes with other aggregators. However, when offers for
flexibility are made, the aggregator is bound to fulfil its accepted offers on the day-ahead market and
to deliver the contracted capacity.
The price difference of the V2G hardware combined with the costs of operating them, compared to
other available options for reaching the same business goal, will eventually determine whether or not
V2G will be installed and by whom.
Because the number of bidirectional chargers in the pilot project was too small to lead to any
significant conclusions, project partners made a theoretical simulation of possible profit scenarios
when a larger number of V2G points is active.
Resultantly, it is still difficult to determine whether the investment in V2G will be competitive with the
alternative forms of flexibility (including grid reinforcement) available. The technology itself is still in
its infancy with the inherent high uncertainty with respect to price development and lifetime
expectancy. For commercial exploitation of V2G, the total investment in V2G hardware plus services
should be equal to or lower than the costs of alternatives.
Rewarding V2G drivers for grid congestion management will result in inequality between households,
especially when the number of suitable EVs increases. This has to be taken into account when deciding
upon a solution for flexibility. With respect to V2G, consumers who can afford to own an electric
vehicle will be able to increase their spending budget through the extra income generated by their car,
compared to other consumers. This difference is bigger in situations in which the reward is paid for by
the DSO, because the extra income generated for the providers of V2G flexibility will then be paid for
by all consumers.
A situation in which the DSO orders flex through V2G that is provided by a commercial party, such as
a fleet of leased or shared EVs has fewer limitations, because in this situation private consumers do
not benefit directly from V2G sessions and inequality in net DSO grid tariffs will not exist.

4.4.

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES AND POTENTIAL ACTIONS FOR INCREASED TAKE UP BY
TARGET GROUPS

4.4.1. Communication and dissemination

The E2E-V2G-VPP pilot in Amsterdam was extensively communicated through a broad spectrum of
communication channels.
For an overview of all activities, we refer to the combined deliverable D5.7 - D5.10 - D5.11 - D5.12 D7.4, chapter 6.
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4.4.2. Actions and potential for upscaling and replication - recommendations

The City-zen smart grid project in Amsterdam with 10.000 residences connected to a smart grid, 50
home battery systems connected in a VPP, and 4 bidirectional charging stations functioning as V2G
system, is one of the largest in its kind. It took place in a complex, urban context. There are many
lessons to be learned from this project for upscaling this type of project in the same region or in
different but comparable cities. The identified actions and potential for this kind of project are
presented below:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

Before implementing E2E on a larger scale, it would be useful to have off-the-shelf solutions
that can be applied in diverse situations. Because of the great variation in grid lay-out and
condition, an off-the-shelf solution is not currently possible in existing networks. In new
networks this might be possible, and therefore it is recommended to experiment with E2E in
green field situations;
Data clearing should be done before starting with E2E smartification to be able to understand
the physical grid layout. Good understanding of the lay-out of the low voltage (LV) grid is a
prerequisite for implementing E2E smartification efficiently. Without this accurate data, one
cannot determine where to place the measurement equipment in the grid;
Certain capabilities of both the VPP and V2G system cannot be utilized due to regulatory
barriers and/or sector standards. Examples are the use of the V2G system for emergency
power and the self-consumption of energy using the VPP by connecting the battery and solar
panels of a household to the same phase;
Technical readiness level of components must be improved in order to use small scale storage
solutions (through VPP or V2G) in a reliable way to control vital infrastructure, especially in
brown field situations. Improvements in the European and international standards can ensure
compatibility of the components in all situations;
The physical aspects of the components (batteries, inverters, charging stations) should be
taken into account when designing the charge protocols, to prevent increased hardware
degradation or failure. For example, rapid (dis)charging might be optimal financially, but not
technically;
The reliability of the digital connections (for example 4G and Wi-Fi) providing information
about and control of the grid should meet the same standards of reliability as the grid itself:
the high standards (less than 0.01% chance of failure) of the grid should be met in all vital
infrastructures;
If the density of residents with home battery systems increases, this could cause major
problems in the grid, potentially increasing peak loads on the grid. Regulations (legal, financial,
or technological) are needed to prevent this;
Battery technology should be improved, so that the communicated battery status represents
the actual SoC status accurately at all times, in order for a VPP system to function;
The density of the VPP and V2G contributors should be increased to notice the effect in the
grid. When increasing the number of VPP/V2G participants, the effects of individual decisions
that do not match the desired steering protocols will be evened out by the combined effect of
the other transactions. For VPP this applies to the predictability of average household
behaviour, and for V2G it applies to the average presence of cars at the charging station.
Therefore experiments with more local users of the VPP and V2G systems (prosumers and/or
EVs) should be conducted;
Bidirectional charging hardware should be further developed to become more reliable and
readily applicable;
The price of the V2G chargers should come down substantially to become competitive to other
forms of smart charging or more general flexibility options;
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•
•
•

•

With respect to the communication from the aggregator to the charge point operator, OCPP
protocols for V2G need to be publicly available for interoperability and successful scale-up of
the technology;
Different reward mechanisms for VPP and V2G participants should be tested to determine the
financial value of these systems;
Additional experiments with flexible pricing mechanisms should be conducted, to find a social
optimum where the interests of grid operators (DSO and TSO), consumers and society as a
whole are taken into account. It should in particular be avoided that V2G incentives reward
the better-off owners of EVs and additionally charge the non EV-owners. Because of opposite
incentives, coordination between the TSO and the DSO will also be essential.
During this project, there was no technical supplier as a consortium partner or as official
project partner. It is recommended to seek active collaboration with a supplier of technical
components.

Qirion, an Alliander company, is one of the partners involved in a follow-up project with a community
based Virtual Power Plant (cVPP) where project partners will build on the lessons learned within the
City-zen project.’ https://duurzaamloenen.nl/community-based-virtual-power-plant-loenen/

4.5.

SUMMARY AND FURTHER CONCLUSIONS

The E2E-V2G-VPP pilot project in Amsterdam delivered a wealth of experiences and insights regarding
the future development of smart grids based on sustainable and renewable energy input.
Although all of the experiments lead to the conclusion that the tested setups are viable, the pilot
project was of a too small scale to prove the full possibilities and potential of the demonstrated
technologies.
Many bottlenecks, mainly of a technical and regulatory nature, were documented.
Accurate knowledge of the local grid situation (the grid lay-out, quality, and whether or not the grid is
meshed) is a prerequisite for designing end to end smartification solutions. There are many obstacles
to overcome when connecting VPP and V2G components to this grid: problems with both the
technology and the current regulations, which are focussed on household energy demand and not on
household energy generation or storage.
Currently, no off-the-shelf solutions are available for E2E, VPP and V2G applications in brownfield
situations. This resulted in a relatively low reliability of the VPP and V2G systems, far lower than the
minimum 99.99% reliability of vital infrastructures like the energy grid. This was partly due to faults in
the digital communication (through 4G or Wi-Fi) with the VPP and V2G systems. It thus remains to be
seen how the lower reliability of communication networks vis-à-vis electricity grids could be overcome
as the latter set the reliability standard.
Mistakes in execution, lack of knowledge, software and communication problems, lack of
interoperability and misaligned algorithms point towards a general lack of capacity or preparation in
the building and installation sectors, as well as the teething disorders characteristic of the introduction
of new technologies. Hereby the complexity of the smart grid setups increases the error probability.
The social acceptance of the pilot projects can be judged overall positive. Hereby one must however
take into account that an interested group of volunteers was engaged for collaboration in the
experiments, and that apart from the V2G charging stations with their visual and auditive impact, no
other significant factors were affecting the environmental and living quality of the neighbourhood
residents. EV chargers were, even so, considered as an asset to have rather than a form of disturbance
in the streetscape. Neighbourhood residents would defend the charging points towards individuals
with a negative opinion.
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Participants in the VPP pilot were recorded to have become more sensitive and engaged about their
energy behaviour. Costs of intervention would no more be a matter of concern or discussion after
installation. This echoes an aspect that is found in case studies of investment in energy efficiency as
well: payback time and energy savings in monetary terms are often not the main concern or priority
and it may even be suspected that, also for energy efficiency measures such as building envelope
retrofit, the financial rentability concern is there before investment, and then dissipates once the
investment has been done – the new situation enters into the ‘normal’. Increased comfort and a higher
real estate value may thereby help to further justify the investment in this new normal, with no
financial regrets.
When the smart control from outside enters the story, it may jeopardize the relation of the citizen with
‘his/her’ energy. By conclusion, transparency about what ‘the grid’ is doing and why, is important in
order to keep the confidence and engagement of the end user. In this sense a community VPP may
deliver more trust than one set up by a distant energy company.
Business models for VPP and V2G are in a somehow premature status, and also here the small scale of
the pilots prevented clear conclusions from being derived.
By trading on the energy and flex markets, smart grid solutions can balance the grid. Trading on the
EPEXSPOT market however could also have the opposite effect, at times increasing grid peak loads. By
consequence, business models need to be designed and implemented with care: if they envisage mere
individual profit maximisation, the outcome behaviour of the household installations may lead to
additional charges on the grid rather than relieving its congestion.
Considerations of social justice imply that future business models shall avoid that the profits of
providing energy flexibility go to those households already in a better than average financial capacity.
This can indeed be the case where all grid users pay for the flexibility being provided by a minority of
the households in possession of batteries and/or electric cars.
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ANNEX A – MINUTES OF TRANSITION WORKSHOP HELD IN

GRENOBLE WITH ALL
2017 (EXTRACT)

LOCAL DEMONSTRATORS,

15 JUNE

Grenoble réunion progrès – local coordination & review meeting
Date & lieu: 15 juin 2017, 09.15-11.00 , Maison de l’International, Grenoble
Présents: Nathalie Moyon (Ville de Grenoble), Benjamin Giron (Hespul), Bruno Morel (ATOS), Damien
Frésier (GEG), Ana Tempass De Soussa (CCIAG), Franck Izoard (Innovia), Jérôme Buffière (ALEC),
Geneviève Goubel (ALEC), Hélia Servet (ALEC), Roland Bavière (CEA), Louise Bordet (Ville de Grenoble),
Léa Besonhe (Innovia), Davide Garufi (VITO), Han Vandevyvere (VITO)(notules)
Objet de la réunion :
•
•

Point d'avancement sur les démonstrateurs pour alimenter les travaux des WP4, WP8 et
WP9
Réflexion sur deux Workshops à organiser dans la quatrième année du projet

Discussion des projets pilotes
La discussion sur l’état d’avancement des projets pilotes cadre dans la Description of Work (DoW) de
City-zen:
‘The knowledge partners will organize regular communication with the stakeholders in order to collect
and understand remarks, suggestions and acceptability of different aspects related to the transition
process’ (WP4); ‘Intermediate results will be used to improve the processes and actual demonstration
for maximum user acceptance. Intermediate and final results will be used as input for the deployment
tasks in WP9.’ (WP8)
Dans ce sens il est aussi intéressant pour les acteurs locaux d’échanger leurs expériences. En même
temps les instituts de recherche structurent et analysent les inventaires de succès et de barrières, et
récapitulent leurs conclusions et leurs conseils vers les différents acteurs. Nous visons à une approche
pratique plutôt que théorique/académique.
En particulier nous voulons identifier des succès, mais aussi des barrières. En termes de transition, ces
barrières peuvent se grouper dans 3 catégories : réglementaires, financières et comportementales.
Par contre nous ne considérons les défis techniques pas comme des barrières de transition. Souvent,
ces défis techniques ne sont pas les vrais obstacles à la réalisation de projets innovateurs.
Ci-dessous nous analysons brièvement les 5 projets pilotes à Grenoble

Installation pilote PV + batteries sur le bâtiment Esp’ace d’ALEC (Jérôme
Buffière).
Ce projet vise à optimiser, via un stockage et un smart management system, l’autoconsommation de
l’électricité générée sur site par une installation photovoltaïque.
La conception a été finalisée en février 2017, les travaux commencent le 18/07/2017. En septembre
2017 les batteries et le smart management system seront mis en service. Une année de suivi dans le
projet City-zen sera possible. Il a fallu contrôler la structure mécanique du bâtiment et la fixation
adéquate des capteurs en prenant en compte la problématique de surcharge, cela représente un défi
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technique somme toute classique. Ainsi pour des raisons techniques et de sécurité, les panneaux PV
sont malheureusement partiellement masqués en hiver sur la première rangée proche du garde-corps.
En matière de transition les aspects suivants sont à mentionner :
(+) Une nouvelle loi en France concernant la transition énergétique permet d’organiser
l’autoconsommation de façon beaucoup plus avantageuse : il n’est plus imposé de vendre toute son
électricité au réseau (à des conditions financières non intéressantes) et racheter sa propre
consommation. L’autoconsommation est possible et favorisée par une prime à l’investissement ainsi
que la possibilité de vendre le surplus de production à un tarif défini.
(+) Franck Izoard pointe à un autre avantage très important de l’autoconsommation: comme les pertes
sur le réseau français sont importantes, toute initiative qui rapproche le lieu de production avec celui
de consommation est désirable.
(+/-) Même si on est arrivé à une maturité industrielle sur la partie production, la partie stockage et
« smart management » n’en sont qu’à leur balbutiement en France. Le projet ne serait pas rentable
sans la subvention Européenne. Plus précisément, le temps de retour est de 18 ans en tenant compte
d’une augmentation courante annuelle de 2.5% des prix de l’électricité. Il faudra que le prix de
l’électricité monte plus, et que les coûts des batteries diminuent, pour rendre ce type de projet
rentable pour un grand nombre d’utilisateurs
(-) les compagnies d’assurances ne connaissent pas les risques liés à une telle installation et prennent
donc des marges considérables. Il en résulte que sur un revenu de 2.200 Euros par an qui est généré
par l’installation, 570 Euros partent pour payer l’assurance (25%). On estime donc que l’assureur prend
trop de marge faute d’expérience, ce qui présente une barrière de transition bien connue quand il
s’agit des banques, assureurs ou investisseurs (aspects risk aversion, transaction costs).

Pilote Vivacité et smart grid (Bruno Morel, Damien Frésier)
L’application de Vivacité fonctionne sur environ 500 compteurs multi-fluides (gaz, électricité, eau,
réseau de chaleur) dans 400 logements. Les écrans spéciaux sont en place. On utilise des compteurs
communiquant qui n’identifient pas les appareils et leurs consommations à l’intérieur du logement.
Ces analyses plus fines à l’intérieur sont envisagées dans le futur par catégorie RT2012.
On dispose déjà de données depuis deux années, maintenant le portail Vivacité sera discuté avec les
utilisateurs. Une version n°3 va être disponible en septembre.
Vue que certaines problématiques des smart grids comme on les connaissait en 2012 ont été résolues,
le scope du projet pilote à décalé vers la partie Vivacité, pour laquelle il y a d’ailleurs une forte
demande.
En outre, sur la partie smart grid des conditions défavorables apparaissent :
(-) installer le demand side management (DSM) au niveau du quartier coûte beaucoup d’effort et
d’investissement pour ensuite générer un bénéfice financier marginal. Nous parlons d’un ensemble
de bâtiments avec une vingtaine de pompes à chaleur, offrant peu de flexibilité agréée.
Le pilotage de la consigne (DSM) coûte 50.000 Euros et les marges d’opération sont très réduites. Des
solutions standards ne sont pas (encore) disponibles : il faut à l’heure actuelle une approche cas par
cas.
(-) il en résulte aussi des problèmes de satisfaction des performances exigées aujourd’hui, et un
manque de clarté sur les responsabilités : dans une constellation DSM avec des opérateurs qui
influencent le régime des installations, qui est responsable quand il y a un problème ?
Notons que ce problème du nouveau business model avec, y associé, la division correcte des
responsabilités en termes techniques, économiques et juridiques, est une autre instance typique d’une
barrière de transition.
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(-) Dans ce genre d’installation l’investisseur n’est pas (nécessairement) l’acteur qui collecte les
bénéfices.
Même commentaire sur le business model et la problèmatique du split incentive. Il faudrait donc
arriver à un pricing incentive qui pousse vers la bonne solution (bénéfice technique/environnemental
et financier s’alignent).
(-) En France le marché des agrégateurs fonctionne bien dans le tertiaire et l’industriel, c’est-à-dire
quand on parle de mégawatts. Dans le résidentiel il reste des problèmes de rémunération, affaire pour
laquelle l’Europe a d’ailleurs alerté la France.
(+/-) Avec des protocoles standards et ouverts, les problèmes des smart grids pourraient être résolus
de façon beaucoup plus économique pour la mise en œuvre technique.
(+) néanmoins, si on considère les opportunités à une échelle plus grande on peut bien attendre des
bénéfices substantiels. Franck Izoard mentionne des expériences ou l’inertie thermique des bâtiments
permettait de ne pas intervenir pendant plusieurs jours. Mais l’échelle concernée était de quatre
quartiers urbains, soit une ‘mini-ville’. Il faut aussi éviter à tout prix que les utilisateurs vont opérer
leur pompe à chaleur comme un chauffage classique : allumage à 6 heures du matin, etc… à grande
échelle cela donnera un pic de demande qui n’a pas de solution. Mieux vaut, dans des structures avec
une capacité thermique suffisante, de garder les bâtiments à température presque constante (en
permettant une variation de p.e. 3°C qui facilite de varier le moment d’allumage des pompes à chaleur
dans une constellation smart grid / DSM).
Il y a évidemment un besoin de très bien comprendre et gérer la dynamique des bâtiments.

Réseau de chaleur ZAC Flaubert (Roland Bavière)
Il s’agit d’une extension du réseau déjà présent, mais à température relativement basse : 70°C/40°C.
Les innovations sont le stockage thermique avec les PCM (phase changing materials), l’apport de
boilers solaires en tête du réseau et l’algorithme de gestion. Les composants ont de différents TRL
mais on peut conclure que le TRL de l’ensemble soit 1. Il s’agit effectivement d’un expériment très
coûteux. Une thèse est en cours dans les laboratoires du CEA. Elle étudie la communication dans les
deux sens (remontée des données, redescente vers les installations), gain sur l’effacement des pics,
maîtrise du comfort.
Une barrière technique classique est la structure existante : peut-elle porter les installations
supplémentaires ? (cf. le projet pilote PV+batteries).
(-) Le projet a souffert des changements de programme induits par la politique. On y ajoute les délais
administratifs. Cela conflite avec les exigences relatifs aux nouveaux bâtiments qui doivent être livrés
à une date définie.
(-) Pour le solaire en ville, on est confronté avec un manque d’espace disponible ou des utilisations
concurrentes, comme par exemple les jardins potagers qui s’inscrivent dans la tendance agriculture
urbaine. Le rendement du solaire sur les façades est limité et les toitures ont donc la préférence.
(-) En plus les propriétaires de surfaces disponibles ont peu d’intérêt à entrer dans un projet (problème
du what’s in it for me/split incentive, et donc aussi du business model). Les négociations prennent
beaucoup de temps. Bref, la solution est simple en principe mais difficile à organiser en pratique.
(-/+) Une autre difficulté résulte de la séparation entre l’aménagement initiel et l’exploitation ou la
concession successive. Ceci peut déjà partiellement être résolu en impliquant le concessionnaire dès
le début du projet. Néanmoins ici on reste confronté à des zones grises en termes de législation.
(+/-) VITO pose la question si un special purpose vehicle pourrait apporter des solutions. En France
existent les SPL (Sociétés Publiques Locales) ou les SEM (Sociétés à Economie Mixte) à ce but mais ces
dernières sont contestées par l’Europe. Ce véhicule devrait disposer d’un vrai pouvoir.
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Projet pilote exploitation géothermique avec réseau d’Exhaure (Franck Izoard)
Ce projet s’inscrit dans un grand développement urbain sur le périmètre de la Presqu’île de Grenoble,
avec 650.000 m² de bâtiments sur 25 ans avec un prochain cycle d’investissements programmé pour
2025-2035. Le projet même concerne 600 logements sur 27 hectares. La réalisation et le
raccordement des premiers bâtiments sont en cours.
(-) Un problème majeur a été de savoir si la loi sur l’environnement ou le code minier était d’application
sur ce projet et s’il relevait d’une procédure réglementaire déclarative ou soumise à autorisation.
Comme les différentes administrations se déclaraient incompétentes, il a fallu remonter au niveau
ministériel pour recevoir une réponse. Innovia a aussi souffert du fait que dans l’administration
beaucoup de personnes inexpérimentées (collaborateurs juniors et nombreux changement
d’interlocuteurs) devaient se pencher sur le problème et construire une solution. En même temps une
réforme des régions a été effectué ce qui compliquait d’avantage les démarches.
(-) La complexité réglementaire du projet a induit un retard de plus d’un an dans l’obtention de
l’autorisation d’exploitation, ce qui a soit retardé le raccordement de certains bâtiments, soit empêché
le raccordement d’autres (ex. bâtiment Green’ER) au détriment de solutions moins qualitatives au
plans énergétique et environnemental (par exemple, tour aéroréfrigérante pour la production de
froid).
(-) Les contraintes réglementaires se sont traduites par de fortes contraintes techniques avec nécessité
pour les bureaux d’études de dimensionner au plus juste les installations géothermiques dans les
bâtiments (puissance PAC, delta T°C, débits de pointe, volumes rejetés).
(-) Obligation de mettre en place un suivi des installations avec une instruction complexe des
équipements installés dans les bâtiments, ce qui a généré un travail d’ingénierie important et des
surcoûts de matériels pour l’aménageur InnoVia et les maîtres d’ouvrage des bâtiments
(+) Les nouveaux bâtiments situés en dehors du périmètre initial vont maintenant avoir leur ‘Exhaure
privé’ alors que le projet concernait un ‘Exhaure publique’, ce dernier a donc été le pionnier pour un
démarrage plus généralisé.
(+) Le décret préfectoral obtenu pour l’exploitation du réseau d’exhaure est applicable une fois pour
toute à l’ensemble des bâtiments et il peut désormais faire jurisprudence en la matière pour des
projets de même nature (géothermie sur nappe avec rejet mutualisé vers un milieu externe).
(+) Les contraintes de dimensionnement des installations ont amenés les concepteurs à revoir leur
mode de travail par des études aboutissant à mieux dimensionner les installations techniques et à
augmenter la performance énergétiques des matériels installés.
(+) L’instrumentation mise en place pour répondre aux exigences réglementaires permet désormais
d’assurer un suivi précis des installations et de s’assurer de l’atteinte des performances ciblés, ainsi
que de leur maintien dans la durée.
Commentaire Jean-Luc Duvillier, Gérant – Associé TERRE ECO :
« Les contraintes réglementaires ne sont pas en tant que tel exagérées mais plutôt inadaptées pour
certaines d’entre elles. Ceci est somme toute logique dans un contexte d’innovation qui a confronté
l’administration en charge d’instruire le dossier réglementaire sur des choix techniques auxquels ils
n’avaient jamais été confrontés, nécessitant de la part d’INNOVIA et de ses prestataires un important
travail de pédagogie et de support technique auprès notamment de la DREAL. Le fait que la
réglementation concernée relève du croisement à la fois du code minier (historique en matière de loi
sur l’eau) et du code plus récent de l’environnement a complexifié encore les choses et rendu le décret
d’application peu adapté au projet dans sa réalité sur certains aspects.
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Sur le volet technique, c’est en particulier en matière d’instrumentation et de suivi des installations au
niveau de chaque bâtiment que les exigences ont atteint un niveau très élevé et donc très contraignant
à la fois au plan technique et au plan économique. Ce haut niveau d’exigence découle très directement
du point précédent et de la difficulté des autorités instructrices à intégrer les réels enjeux du projet au
plan environnemental car il s’agissait d’un projet innovant sortant du cadre classique de la géothermie
sur nappe. Les études qui avaient été menées en amont du projet sur le réseau d’exhaure et le travail
de modélisation de la nappe phréatique présente sur la Presqu’île de Grenoble aurait dû permettre de
réduire ces exigences car à même de garantir la qualité environnementale du projet dans son
ensemble.
Enfin, les mêmes freins réglementaires ont contribué à dimensionner au plus juste les besoins de
raccordement au réseau d’exhaure (surface de plancher, débits maximum autorisés, volume maximum
annuel rejeté à l’Isère) rendant ainsi difficile la capacité future de raccordement au réseau d’exhaure
de nouveaux bâtiments au-delà de la surface de plancher initialement estimée ou de bâtiments ayant
des besoins énergétiques supérieurs au dimensionnement initial.
C’est pourquoi certaines contraintes réglementaires et techniques peuvent en effet être jugées en
décalage avec la réalité opérationnelle du projet d’exhaure et donc ne pas forcément relever
directement de l’intérêt public. Cependant le retour d’expérience sur ce projet et le suivi qui est rendu
possible par l’instrumentation exigée doivent permettre de faire progresser l’instruction de ce type de
projet dont nous espérons qu’il puisse se généraliser à d’autres implantations. »

Projet pilote rénovations énergétiques (Nathalie Moyon, Geneviève Goubel)
La ville de Grenoble et ALEC suivent les bailleurs sociaux, la Métropole et ALEC les copropriétés. Tous
les projets passent en phase de chantier. Le pré-monitoring technique et le monitoring social sont en
démarrage.
Le monitoring technique sera retravaillé par ALEC.
Un mesurage de référence n’est pas en place pour le moment. Aussi le nombre de cas analysés sera
petit, et donc peu représentatif.
(-) au niveau du monitoring technique (données sur les consommations énergétiques) et la connexion
avec le monitoring social, il y a un problème de privacy. Surtout quand on va combiner les enquêtes
sociales avec les données de consommation ménage par ménage, il est jugé qu’on arrive à un profilage
très profond des utilisateurs. Demander si on peut utiliser leur données de consommation est délicat
alors que les enquêtes en soi ne sont déjà pas populaires. En outre, et même après le séminaire du
14/06, certaines questions au sujet de l’utilisation des données énergétiques n’ont pas été résolues.
Il sera demandé à la TUDelft/DNV GL pour quelles applications les données devraient servir, ainsi que
comment on a résolu ceci à Amsterdam. En même temps les questions actuelles seront revues avec
les spécialistes dans la matière (comme sur le séminaire).
Un argument pour une recherche complète au niveau des ménages est de pouvoir étudier des aspects
comme le prebound et le rebound.
En France la situation autour de ces questions de privacy semble très tendue (à part des règles strictes
et en même temps parfois peu claires par rapport aux évolutions rapides). Aussi au niveau de la
délégation de la responsabilité des données depuis la Métropolitaine vers les contractants, il y a des
questions.
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